
 

Crack Datamine Studio is a collection of audio editing tools for Red Alert 3. It includes the ADX plug-in, so you can edit ADX files in RMSADX*.dat and RMSADX_*.dat formats. It includes the Cetraro plug-in, a freeware compressor by DATAMUSIC with a range of controls to set compression parameters. There is also a Convolution Reverb plug-in that has reverse reverb features and feedback
delay control. The Destructor Plug-In lets you create dynamic effects by changing volume or cutting off frequencies through low pass filtering. The Equalizer plug-in lets you edit any frequency, gain or series of frequencies through the use of graphic EQ controls. The Featurizer plug-in has over 20 different modulation sweeps and can make any sound louder, softer or fatter. The Merger plug-in
produces high quality stereo images from many tracks to one stereo file. You can also merge two channels into one, or split to two different files, while the Transform Generator lets you alter a specified region of a signal with amplitude or frequency control. For mastering purposes, there is a built in equalization eQ and a master limiter. There is also a noise gate with adjustable threshold control and
an EQ with an attack time control for making noise go away quickly. There is a Pitch Shifter plug-in with a range from +12 semitones to -48 semitones. And there is a Reverb, a simple reverb that can make any sound louder or quieter. There is also a single band compressor and a four band equalizer. There is also a spectrum analyzer that displays frequency as color with time on the X axis and
amplitude on the Y axis. The spectrum from left to right shows high to low frequency as you would expect, but as you scroll down the frequency graph, the colors start getting redder as they move up in frequency/pitch. This visual representation is called Spectral Colormap. It is also possible to adjust the color depth to show more or less detail. There is a huge amount of tools, so it may take some time
to familiarize yourself with all of the functions. Since the software does not include any manuals, you can do some research on line or download information from other people's websites.
 

Crack Datamine Studio has been reviewed by several publications. The review by Andrew Allen of Allmusic is quite favorable, describing Crack Datamine Studio as "an essential tool for any dedicated R3 fan" and noting that "the price for this package really isn't steep at all considering what you get. Plenty of editing tools, good sounding effects, and no means of tracking down the missing mappings
for all of the tools." The review by Jeff Wells of Sound on Sound Magazine was somewhat more critical, criticizing some aspects of the interface but finding it "feature rich" overall. The reviewer concluded that "If you're looking to get into R3 mixing, then Crack Datamine Studio is an excellent place to start" but felt that the price point (around $100), while not unreasonable considering what you get,
was still too high considering that Crack Datamine Studios features "only begin to scratch the surface". 

Crack Datamine Studio has also been reviewed by various blogs. Some were positive while some had mixed feelings.
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